
15 HIST 1016 

Final Exam Review Sheet 

 

The Final Exam will be at 1:30pm on Monday Dec. 8th. You will have 55 minutes to complete 

the exam. 

 

The exam will have two parts, short answer identifications and longer essays. 

 

YOU MUST BRING AN UNMARKED BLUE BOOK TO THE EXAM.  

 

For both Short Answer Identifications and Essay Questions, please write in complete thoughts 

and sentences. We will be grading your responses for their content, not spelling and grammar, 

but we must be able to understand what you are trying to say. 

 

Short Answer Identifications 

 

On the exam, five of these twenty terms will appear. You will then be asked to identify and 

explain the historical significance of three of those five terms, writing a brief paragraph for each 

term. 

 

Each identification will be worth four points (out of a total of twenty). 

 

khuriltai     hommage    

Inalchuq     entail 

Tengrism     Henry II 

Battle of Ayn Jalut    John of Gaunt 

Sorghaghtani     Treaty of Troyes 

Xanadu      Jack Cade Rebellion 

Arigh Böke     Elizabeth Woodville 

Kamikaze     The Princes in the Tower 

Yin-shih     Battle of Bosworth Field 

The Three Villainous Ministers  bonds and recognisances 

 

Essay Questions 

On the exam, two of these five essay questions will appear. You will then be asked to write a 

short (2-3pp.) response to one of these questions. For each question, please support your 

answer with references to specific people and/or events using the readings to help 

formulate your responses.  
 

The essay will be worth eight points (out of a total of twenty). 

 

1) The Mongols and the House of Plantagenet each had their own systems for choosing a 

new monarch after the previous khan or king had died (excluding moments of civil war or 

revolution that is). What were the normal means by which the Mongols and the English chose 

their leaders during times of peace and stability? What were the benefits of these systems? What 



were their drawbacks? Describe a situation we have discussed in class in which each of these 

failed to work ideally.  

 

2) Both Khubilai Khan and the Lancastrian kings of England relied heavily on their advisors 

to help run their kingdoms. When looking for good advice, who did Khubilai Khan and the 

Lancastrian kings turn to? What were the qualities that were most important for a successful 

advisor in the Mongol Empire or late medieval England? In what ways did advisors cause 

trouble for their kings? How did advisors contribute to the downfall of the Yuan Dynasty and the 

outbreak of the War of the Roses? 

 

3) The multi-cultural nature of the Mongol Empire, stretching from Russia to China, 

presented certain problems for the khagans. How did the Mongols organize their vast empire and 

how did this contribute to their success in ruling over the diverse peoples who fell within their 

domains? Thinking specifically about Khubilai Khan’s relationship with China, what actions did 

Khubilai Khan take to address the concerns of his Chinese subjects and secure his rule over 

them? Did these actions have any impact of Khubilai’s rule beyond China? 

 

4) Leading up to and throughout the War of the Roses, the relationship between the king and 

his vassals was an important concern. Normally vassals are a source of strength for a monarch, 

but sometimes they can be nothing but trouble. Explain the normal relationship between lord and 

vassal in a “feudal” society? What factors strained this relationship during the War of the Roses? 

How did the Hundred Years War contribute to these problems? 

 

5) Thinking back over the entire course, what is the most important piece of advice you 

would give a pre-modern king? Think about the careers of Charlemagne, Salah al-Din, Khubilai 

Khan, the English kings of the War of the Roses, and even Lord Washizu of The Throne of Blood 

(or Macbeth, who Washizu is based on). How would your advice apply to each of these rulers 

and the problems they had faced as kings?   


